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About This Game

Store Manager Cellular Edition will be the most comprehensive and accurate retail store simulator ever created. As an ex- store,
sales, and district manager in the cellular world myself, as well as being best friends with a current store manager, I feel I am

right at home when making this game.

This game incorporates all the actions a store manager has to do. Find employees by searching through resumes. Each resume is
randomly generated with names, old jobs, education and more. Each one of these individually affects that employee's "ability
skill". That skill is much needed in many situations. If a customer comes in knowing what phone they want and you have it in
stock, a salesman with a higher ability will be able to sell them on the accessories they need, driving up the profits on that sale.

If you don't have a phone in inventory, a higher ability is going to be needed to persuade a customer into a phone you do have in
stock, and ensure they are going to keep it without returning it later.
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You have full control over the inventory! Every day you must order new phones to keep your inventory fresh for the customers!
A new phone comes out that's a dud? Well you better discount it to get it off the shelves! As it stands right now there are 16
different phones for customers to choose, all from 8 different manufacturers divided up into three different OSs. There are

accessories made for each phone and the player can decide how hard they would like their game to be. The player can choose to
control all accessories down to which ones product by product, or if they don't like that amount of micromanagement they can

choose to instead just buy a bulk of accessories that work for every phone.

The customers come into the store, most with an idea of the type of phone they want. Customers can have their mind changed
on what to purchase, but if they don't like it they will come back and return their purchase. Each customer has their own unique
name and data to keep track of. Keep those customers happy and they will tell their friends about your location. Other customer
traffic is based on advertising campaigns that you as manager must select. Peak customer hours change frequently so you better

be on top of the schedule.

In the beginning you are running a small shop that can hold four employees. Two of them can be working at a time. There is one
opening shift and one closing shift. Don't neglect your workers by not scheduling them, and on the contrary don't over work

them. Doing these things might get them fed up just enough to quit! You must schedule your employees correctly from the time
they come in, to the time they break, to the time they leave. But be careful! Schedule breaks during peak customer times and the

employee might not get to break that day, resulting in a fine for you!

As you gain profits it is up to you to upgrade all the displays and looks around the store to drive up customer ratings, giving
more free word of mouth advertising which drives up revenue! You can upgrade individual displays as well as things like the

flooring, backroom and more! This isn't all for aesthetics. Customers like clean and modern stores! The better it looks, the more
money they might be willing to spend!
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 This game will be available for the PC, Mac OSX to start with a Linux build coming shortly. The Linux build is completed, I
just don't have the proper tools to test it thoroughly. It will be happening soon!
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store manager cellular edition

Nice and super casual game to play.
+ A nice and managable pace and you can pause as well
+ Progresses nicely
+ Gives you activities and little quests so you always have something to do
+ Some subtle puzzling

- The art could be a little better
- Takes forever for all of the collectibles to be found
- Wished there were more features

Overall, its a fun little pet game without being far too complicated.. I don't want this review to be too long as you need to play
the game to understand what I'm saying!

The Albino Hunter is one, if not THE best game of the year if we're talking about games that hide under the radar... (personally
:3)

I haven't played an old school RPG for a long time so I thought why not? I was recommended the game by my friend as it was
cheap, and one of the groups encouraged the purchase, so shoutout to them people - you know who you are!

The game hits you with hilarious humour that is present through the beginning to the end. Some people might find it cringy or
weird, yet I thought it was perfect as you don't see many games that use humour as a major thing as it's risky - althought you
have games such as Deadpool and this that pulled it off greatly. There are inside jokes that reflect upon the developer and her
past work which was pretty interesting. The reference to the actual player and the meta aspect was very different and it felt like
a breather from the actual game. The characters are very interesting with each and single one differing from one another in
order to pick your favourites and to simply not be bored with the same kind of dialogue. Quests are major in RPG's and the ones
that are presented in this game are unique, interesting and again - funny. There are areas that differ from another that also have
their unique enemies that provide a good fight, along with a decent amount of gold and exp. The new skills that are unlocked are
VERY classic such as boosting the ATK of the party, provoking an enemy to hit a specific character, hitting enemies all at once
yet with a reduced amount of damage and etc. This is the most basic description of the gameplay, in a nutshell :)

I feel like if someone wants to capture the essence of this game, they need to try to immerse themselves to the fullest by
blocking out the real world with a set of headphones and a comfortable seat as you'll be playing this game for a while - as
exploration is key to finding cool items but also the achievements that people are desperate to get! This game is really a gem not
only for the gameplay. Although this is a small indie title, the Dev's respond to every single question that the community ask
regarding the game. The timing is near to instant and the first comment will ALWAYS be from the dev - attempting to sort out
the problem whilst being kind at the same time.

By no means is this game perfect. There are many bugs and problems with this game as it's completely new - but it's slowly
developing. The devs release updates that sort out most of the problems and when a new one occurs, they fix it in a flash. It's
\u00a30.15 (dunno how many centssss :S), you're not loosing anything and if you don't like it then oh well, maybe your friend
will! But yeah I hope everybody gives this game a shot as it's worth it in my opinion. I've only played around 6 hours and I feel
like I'm no where near done!. This is a linear platformer where you're supposed to race through each level several times in a row
and try to rack up a high score by collecting items and stomping enemies.

The level design is obnoxious and the controls are terrible.

The art is nice, but there are so many issues and bugs that reading the dialogue is painful and you don't get to stop and enjoy the
setting because you have to run forward constantly to beat the timer on the levels.. Awesome reticule and camo, worth it.. pains
me to give a negative review on an idea factory\/compile heart game however at this moment the dlc is not working and
hopefully they fix it soon. until then i dont recommend buying the dlc until they have released a fix

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*UPDATE*
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the dlc now works for me and i 100% recommend buying this dlc!!!
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Pros:
Pretty neat aesthetic
Action is fast and frantic
Easy to tell apart enemies and dangerous things apart from background [a lot of stuff doesn't get that right]
Bombs also seem to work as shields, neat concept
It's functional and stable, never crashed, I never took a hit I didn't think was legit, and I didn't see any noticible bugs.

Cons:
Once you destroy the boxes in 10 seconds the level is basically just the square it always is in these quickie twin stick shooters,
and on top of that the enemies just go through most of the boxes.
The gun sound is really annoying, along with the constant screen shake and controller vibration
Enemies start rushing you down from off screen by the minute mark, needs a much wider field of view.
The song in the trailer is not the one in the game, one in game isn't bad, but it isn't dubstep and isn't as good.
No noticibly different enemies, they are all suicidal circles of varying size and health
Red boxes explosion managed to kill me from offscreen several times

Neat game, but needs more work, mostly in the variety department. You can't have a 3 minute twin stick without at least a few
more enemies, weapons, or level design.

I generally use "I made a game with zombies in it" as my bar of entry at this price and this game doesn't match it.

I played around 20 rounds, longest survival time was 1:48. Probably the best looking gear to buy for 4.99 eur from all other
DLC`s.
This was the best 5 eur spent on a game.. Okay...it's interesting, I'll give it that. You've got two points that (when activated)
either attract or push away the ball, which you'll need to guide through mazes. The unusualness makes it relatively easy to learn
and hard to master. So there's a challenge to it as well.

The thing is: as far as minimalistic goes, this one really goes LOW. No story or narrative, no music, only the most basic sounds,
not even backgrounds. Levels barely have a curve and aren't designed in interesting ways. Everything is bland and uninteresting,
even by abstract game standards. Yes, by the price tag, you can't exactly expect gorgeous graphics, but games like nightsky or
duet do similar things but are rounded a lot better.

All in all, when I look at this game, I get the impression that this was just dabbling in the possibilities of a game editor. It's in no
way a BAD end result, and with proper care and handling it has potential to even be a good game. But this is just the bare, bare
minimum one could expect. And as such, I would suggest other games. Or this one in a
huge\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665remastered version. :P. radio navigation are not work. There isn't much to say that hasn't
already been said. The Mystery P.I. series is among the earliest and more popular Hidden Object Only games. This particular
edition asks the player to find 25 keys and casino chips in order to unlock "bonus" gameplay material. What the game doesn't
tell you is that you score a million point bonus if you also manage to locate 25 fingerprints sprinkled about the game as well. All
of this uber-casual gaming fun is, of course, in addition to the hidden objects in each area. One negative reviewer mentioned
that the same areas are repeated several times as you play the game. While this is true, the list of objects does randomly change
so you can't just zip through by remembering the first batch of object you found in the earlier scene.

HOG have become much more sophisticated over the years, with the Mystery Case Files franchise pioneering woven story
threads and sometimes maddening puzzles that must be solved in order to complete the game. Fans of these "deeper" games
number in the millions and sometimes it seems as if they could each play different games without any two folks playing the
same one. There's a saying in the Southern United States... you can't swing a dead cat around without hitting a few of them. It
definitely applies to this genre of casual games. BUT... if you have children that are just honing their nascent gaming skills and
observational abilities, or older relatives that are new to computing (I know they're out there because I have several relatives that
are just learning how to use computers) this series is the perfect introduction. Each of the Mystery P.I. games is educational,
entertaining, and is an excellent tool to assist elderly folk beginning to deal with the onset of Alzheimers or any of the vile
diseases that plague us in our golden years. I still drag these out of my "completed games" folders every now and again and tear
through them just for the nostalgia value, so I definitely got my money's worth out of them!. With over 120 hrs on motogp 15 i
can instantly tell the difference in the 2 games. this game has been improved in every way apart from one and thats the braking.
the braking is useless and may aswell be using 2 blocks of wood to stop. this needs fixing ASAP. to me right now it needs
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improving in just that single way other than that its great. Wow, this game is just BRILLIANT, puzzle after puzzle, lovely
graphics and interesting story. These are my fav type of game. 10\/10. Great mod for COH the best in this mod is sound effect
.impressive weapons sound .. The best music game on PC since DJMAX Trilogy

This is how MUSYNX should be played. Playing with classic theme is ideal and I hope that they would port this feature to
Nintendo Switch as well, since this game my go to game when using Switch.

One gripe that I have with almost every music game that's not DJMAX and Beatmania is that it has no keysound (the sound that
will play when you pressed a note) but MUSYNX does have keysound! I really can't express how happy I am.

PROS:
- Great soundtrack and the abundant of the songs
But half of the list are Chinese songs. However, the songs are still great. And there are also songs from renown artists in Music
Games genre (M2U, Paul Bazooka, and so on)

- Fun Patterns

- The controls are easy to learn.
If you are familiar with DJMAX Trilogy, this game is pretty much pick up and play. The default control for 4K (4 keys) are
DFJK and SDFJKL for 6K.

- KEYSOUND!!!!

CONS
- The Song Selection UI needs a facelift for PC.
It is quite difficult to find a song you want to play because you have to go through each one individually or remember the
section they are in and skip to that section in order to find the song.

- Judging section are too wide.
Judging section is the space where the game will consider that you pressed the note "EXACT" or "GREAT" and so on. As I said,
it is quite wide with "EXACT" and "EXACT 100%" The latter will displayed when you played the note slightly off the perfect
timing but it will only should in the bottom left as "100%" of the classic theme only "EXACT" will show as "EX". Since this
game has keysound, this means that you might see that you get "EXACT" but the keysound timing is off which can get a bit
annoying but it can helps you readjust your timing if you are careful enough. I would prefer "EXACT" and then "GREAT" with
GREAT has a wider timing section and EXACT has a smaller one.

- You have to buy Forever Friends DLC to unlock most of the content
The game has 100+ songs but about 45+ is unlocked if you only buy the base game. The base game is essentially a demo and
Forever Friends DLC is the full game.

- Few technical problems
The game didn't respond to my button press on the menu once and I have to restart. I also encountered frametime
inconsistencies, frame rate drop and the game stuttered for 2 seconds in middle of the song. which is A SIN for Music Games.
Luckily, this doesn't happen often and can be fix with restarting the song.

Nitpicking section
- Themes
THANK GOD FOR CLASSIC THEME! The theme for each section is great aesthetically speaking and works well on touch
screen but it doesn't work at all on PC since the lane is too short and the note is too big. 8-Bit theme for example, is unplayable
for me due to the sprite scaling effect on the notes. Trust me and play with classic theme, you won't be able to go back and play
with original themes ever again.

- Leaderboard
Would be cool to be able to compare the score with your friends.
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- More Patterns
This game only contains two difficulty, Easy and Hard. Which means that each song will have two patterns in total. Another
additional one would really be appreciated.

Conclusion:
This is a really great music games but by no means perfect. I would still go back and forth between MUSYNX and DJMAX
Trilogy. Since they are great in their own ways. It is not a substitute for one another but a great complement. If you are a music
games fan especially DJMAX, O2JAM and Beatmania. This game is a must buy. I would also recommend you to but Forever
Friends DLC as well since you will get more songs.

TL;DR
Great music game with keysound. Playable with Original theme but the Classic theme is way better and is the way to play the
game on PC. Abundant setlist with many good songs, almost half of them are Chinese. UI is clunky and annoying but passable.
Recommended buying with Forever Friends DLC. Must buy for Music Game Fans.. Buggy mess. You'll have the feel that
you're playing an alpha the whole game.
Not even worth it for the nostalgia value. Keep away from it.
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